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Abstract

The basic concern of the present work is the exploitation of the notion of material forces in the theoretical and

computational analysis of open systems with particular application to biomechanical problems. Based on a completely

dual framework for the spatial and the material motion problem, we introduce the balance equations for open system

thermodynamics. In combination with the appropriate constitutive equations, they constitute the basis of the finite

element formulation derived thereafter. For the spatial motion problem, the solution of the governing equations,

basically the balance of mass and momentum, renders the discrete nodal values of the density and the deformation as

primary unknowns. For the material motion problem, the computational analysis of the balance of momentum yields

the discrete material node point forces which can be interpreted as driving forces for the local rearrangement of material

inhomogeneities. Once the spatial motion problem has been solved, the material force method is nothing but a mere

post-processing step from an algorithmic point of view. As a convincing benefit of the proposed strategy, the com-

putation of the material forces is extremely cheap and requires no additional finite element data structure. In the context

of biomechanics, material forces give further insight into complex biomechanically induced processes, such as func-

tional adaption, morphogenesis, healing or growth. For example, material forces on the boundary can be considered as

a measure of shape sensitivity and thus indicate morphological changes while material forces in the interior indicate the

tendency to create new mass locally or to equilibrate local density inhomogeneities.
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1. Introduction

The theoretical and numerical analysis of open systems has experienced a remarkably growing interest
within the last decade. This tendency is primarily driven by the interdisciplinary research in experimental

and theoretical bio- and chemomechanics supplemented by recent computational developments. Unlike

classical closed systems, open systems are allowed to exchange mass, momentum, energy and entropy with

their environment. Consequently, the traditional balance equations for closed systems have to be enhanced
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by additional source terms that take into account the interaction with the outside world, see Cowin and
Hegedus [6]. In recent theories, the influence of the environment has not a priori been restricted to source

terms by additionally allowing for a possible in- or outflow of matter, see Epstein and Maugin [9] or Kuhl

and Steinmann [24]. However, the definition of an appropriate constitutive equation for the mass flux is still

an open issue. It should be mentioned that alternatively to open system mechanics, another prominent

approach has been presented recently by Rodriguez et al. [38] who describe growth of soft tissues in terms

of a growth tensor defining an incompatible reference configuration, compare also Garikipati et al. [13]

for a slightly modified approach.

Nevertheless, we shall focus on the open system approach in the sequel. The number of phenomena that
require an open system characterization is enormous. Typical examples taken from biomechanics are growth

in soft and hard tissues, morphogenesis, self-healing phenomena in medical problems or the functional

adaption of biological microstructures, just to mention a few. For a detailed description of the above

mentioned processes the reader is referred to the outstanding monograph by Taber [44] or the recent text-

books byCarter and Beaupr�e [4] orHumphrey [20]. All these phenomena are primarily characterized through

the fact, that the local amount of mass continuously adapts to the current environmental situation, partic-

ularly to changes in mechanical loading. This process of adaption is typically accompanied by the local

reorganization of material inhomogeneities which can be describedmost elegantly within the material setting.
The material motion approach which represents an active branch of current research was originally

introduced by Eshelby [10,11] who was the first to introduce material forces as forces acting on defects.

Unlike physical forces, material forces act on the material manifold and represent the tendency of various

types of inhomogeneities to move relative to the ambient material. Different alternative strategies towards a

material motion framework have been suggested in the literature upon which we shall only mention the

recent textbooks by Maugin [32], Gurtin [17], Kienzler and Herrmann [23] and Silhav�y [40] and the

excellent monographs by Maugin [33], Gurtin [16] and Epstein and Maugin [8,9] and references therein.

Herein, the derivation of the material motion problem will be guided by arguments of duality as suggested
by Shield [39] and specified recently by Steinmann [41,42] for closed system thermodynamics and by Kuhl

and Steinmann [25] for the thermodynamics of open systems. Since material forces essentially indicate the

local reorganization of material inhomogeneities, they are predestinated for biomechanical applications.

They can be understood as driving forces for growth and healing processes, they motivate the introduction

of a mass flux and suggest a possible constitutive equation for mass diffusion. Moreover, they can be

interpreted as indicators for remodeling and morphogenesis.

For the spatial motion problem, first attempts towards a numerical simulation of biomechanical

problems with the help of the finite element method date back to the early 1990s. Nevertheless, these first
computational simulations were basically restricted to hard tissue mechanics for which a geometrically

linear approach yielded sufficiently accurate results, see e.g. Beaupr�e et al. [2], Jacobs et al. [21,22], Weinans

et al. [45,46], Harrigan and Hamilton [18,19], Pettermann et al. [36] and Reiter [37] or Kuhl et al. [27] for an

extended comparison of the different approaches. Typically, next to the momentum balance which char-

acterizes the mechanical equilibrium, the balance of mass is taken into account as biological equilibrium

equation. The solution of the resulting set of non-linear equations yields the discrete node point values of

the density and the deformation which furnish the primary unknowns.

The numerical evaluation of the material motion problem with the help of the finite element method
represents an area of active research. Herein, we shall make use of the material force method as advocated

by Steinmann et al. [43] and Denzer et al. [7] in the context of linear and non-linear elastic fracture

mechanics. Thereby, the momentum balance of the material motion problem is cast into its weak form and

discretized in space with the classical Galerkin based finite element technique. Once the solution of the

spatial motion problem has been determined, the evaluation of the discrete material node point forces is

straightforward since it requires no additional finite element data structures or expensive inversions of

system matrices. Due to its computational simplicity, the material force method has been applied to various
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different physical phenomena recently, such as damage mechanics by Liebe et al. [31], tire mechanics by
Govindjee [15], thermomechanics by Kuhl et al. [29] or classical fracture mechanics by M€uller et al. [34] and
M€uller and Maugin [35]. Discrete material forces typically point in the direction of a potential energy

increase upon replacement of the material node point positions, thus indicating the growth of a crack in the

opposite direction. Spurious material forces indicate that changes in node point positions of the finite

element discretization yield an improved mesh with less potential energy. Braun [3] and Kuhl et al. [1,30]

have made use of this property recently by applying material forces as indicators for the quality of the finite

element mesh. The application of the material force method is far-reaching and not yet fully explored.

Nevertheless, we believe that the method is particularly suited for biomechanical applications since living
materials show the remarkable ability to continuously interact with their environment and adapt to

environmental changes. Material forces are believed to give additional insight into the understanding of

mechanical factors that drive biological processes as healing or growth. Their knowledge thus enables a

natural assessment of complex biomechanical phenomena such as functional adaption or morphogenesis.

To illustrate the first attempts towards utilizing the material force method in open system mechanics is the

fundamental aim of this contribution.

The paper is organized as follows. After briefly summarizing the geometrically non-linear kinematics of

the spatial and the material setting in Section 2, we shall introduce the balance equations for open system
thermodynamics in Section 3. The choice of appropriate constitutive equations is the subject of Section 4.

Guided by concepts of duality, we then discuss the spatial and material force balance in strong and weak

form in Section 5. The latter naturally lends itself to the Galerkin type finite element discretization derived

in Section 6. Finally, the suggested algorithm is evaluated with the help of selected examples of mass

diffusion, functional adaption and healing in Section 7. The contribution ends with final conclusions and an

outlook on future perspectives in Section 8.
2. Kinematics

To introduce our notation, we shall briefly review the underlying geometrically non-linear kinematics of

the spatial and the material motion problem. Thereby, the classical spatial motion problem, which is

sometimes introduced as ‘‘direct motion problem’’ is based on the idea of following ‘‘physical particles’’

from a fixed material position X through the ambient space. In contrast to this, within the material motion

or ‘‘inverse motion problem’’, ‘‘physical particles’’ are followed through the ambient material at fixed

spatial position x.

2.1. Spatial motion problem

The spatial motion problem is characterized through the spatial deformation map

x ¼ uðX; tÞ : B0 ! Bt ð1Þ
mapping the material placement X of a ‘‘physical particle’’ in the material configuration B0 to the spatial
placement x of the same ‘‘physical particle’’ in the spatial configuration Bt, see Fig. 1. The related spatial

deformation gradient F and its Jacobian J

F ¼ rXuðX ; tÞ : TB0 ! TBt J ¼ detF > 0 ð2Þ
define the linear tangent map from the fixed material tangent space TB0 to the time-dependent tangent

space TBt. Moreover, with the material time derivative Dt of an arbitrary quantity f�g at fixed material
placement X as Dtf�g ¼ otf�gjX , the spatial velocity v ¼ DtuðX ; tÞ can be introduced as the material time

derivative of the spatial deformation map u. Recall that its material gradient is equal to the material time



Fig. 1. Spatial motion problem: kinematics.
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derivative of the spatial deformation gradient F as DtF ¼ rXv. With the above definitions in hand, the
material time derivative of the spatial motion Jacobian J can be expressed through the well-known Euler

identity DtJ ¼ J divv with divv ¼ F�t : DtF denoting the spatial divergence of the spatial velocity v. Note

that in the following considerations, we shall assign the subscript D to any flux term referring to the

material time derivative Dt of the related balanced quantity.

2.2. Material motion problem

In complete duality, we can introduce the material deformation map U with

X ¼ Uðx; tÞ : Bt ! B0 ð3Þ
defining the mapping of the spatial placement of a ‘‘physical particle’’ x in the spatial configuration Bt to

the material placement of the same ‘‘physical particle’’ in the material configuration B0, see Fig. 2. The

related linear tangent map from the fixed spatial tangent space TBt to the material tangent space TB0 is

defined through the material deformation gradient f and its Jacobian j:

f ¼ rxUðx; tÞ : TBt ! TB0 j ¼ det f > 0: ð4Þ
With the definition of the spatial time derivative dt of a quantity f�g at fixed spatial placements x as

dtf�g ¼ otf�gjx the material velocity V ¼ dtUðx; tÞ can be introduced as the spatial time derivative of the

material motion map U. Its spatial gradient is equal to the spatial time derivative of the material motion

deformation gradient f as dtf ¼ rxV . Consequently, the spatial time derivative of the material motion

Jacobian j can be expressed as dtj ¼ jdivV whereby divV ¼ f �t : dtf denotes the material divergence of the

material velocity V . In the dynamic context, we will use the subscript d with the flux terms of the balance
equations to indicate their reference to the spatial time derivative dt of the related balanced quantity.

Remark 2.1 (Spatial vs. material motion kinematics). The spatial and the material motion problem are

related through the identity maps in B0 and Bt. Consequently, the spatial and the material deformation

gradient are simply related by their inverses F�1 ¼ f and f �1 ¼ F. Moreover, we obtain the following

fundamental relations between spatial and material velocities V ¼ �f Æ v and v ¼ �F � V . The material and

spatial time derivative Dt and dt of any scalar- or vector-valued function f�g are related through the Euler
Fig. 2. Material motion problem: kinematics.
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theorem in terms of the individual convective terms rxf�g � v and rXf�g � V as Dtf�g ¼ dtf�g þ rxf�g � v
and dtf�g ¼ Dtf�g þ rXf�g � V . Last, the material and spatial time derivative of a volume specific scalar-

or vector-valued function f�g0 ¼ q0f�g and f�gt ¼ qtf�g are related through the spatial and material

motion version of Reynold’s transport theorem as jDtf�g0 ¼ dtf�gt þ div ðf�gt � vÞ and J dtf�gt ¼
Dtf�g0 þ divðf�g0 � VÞ.
3. Balance equations

The present section briefly summarizes the balance equations for open system thermodynamics which

constitute the basis for the finite element analysis to be derived later on. Unlike classical closed systems

typically found in traditional mechanical applications, open systems exhibit a permanent exchange of mass,

momentum, energy and entropy with their environment. As a natural consequence, the classical balance of

mass has to be enhanced by an additional mass flux and a mass source. The impact of the open system on

the higher balance equations is two-fold. On the one hand, an explicit exchange with the outside world can

take place which manifests itself in the corresponding Neumann boundary conditions and the non-classical
volume source terms. On the other hand, the newly added or in-flowing mass typically carries a certain

amount of momentum, energy and entropy which has to be accounted for as well. The latter, however, is

only visible in the so-called ‘‘volume specific’’ format of the balance equations, compare Kuhl and Stein-

mann [24,25]. Herein, we shall strictly stick to the ‘‘mass specific’’ format which is free from all the explicit

mass dependent influences. Apart from the non-standard Neumann boundary conditions and the non-

standard source term, it takes the familiar form known from classical closed system thermodynamics.

3.1. Spatial motion problem

We begin by introducing the balance equations for the spatial motion problem. The balance of mass

Dtq0 ¼ divRþR0 þm0 ð5Þ
furnishes the fundamental relation in open system thermodynamics. It balances the rate of change of the

reference density q0 with a possible influx of mass R and a mass sourceR0. Note that for the sake of duality,

we have introduced the additional convective term m0, keeping in mind that this term vanishes identically
for the spatial motion case as m0 ¼ 0. The mass specific balance of momentum

q0Dtp ¼ divP
t
D þ b0 �m0p ð6Þ

balances the rate of change of the mass specific momentum density p ¼ g � v with the reduced momentum

flux P
t
D and the reduced momentum source b0. In the transient case, the dynamic momentum flux P

t
D is

related to its static counterpart, the Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor P
t
, via the kinetic energy K0 as

P
t
D ¼ P�DFK0 ¼ P. Moreover, we can introduce the mass specific balance of internal energy which can

be derived as the difference of the total energy balance and the balance of kinetic energy, a weighted version

of the above stated balance of momentum. As a consequence, the rate of change of the mass specific

internal energy I is required to be in equilibrium with the reduced non-mechanical energy flux QD, the
reduced non-mechanical energy source Q0 and the internal power pint0 ¼ P

t
: DtF � v � bint0 ,

q0DtI ¼ �divQD þ Q0 �m0I þ pint0 ; ð7Þ
whereby b

int

0 ¼ 0 for the spatial motion case. Finally, the balance of entropy can be introduced as the rate of

change of the mass specific entropy S being in equilibrium with the reduced entropy flux divHD, the re-

duced entropy source H0 and the internal entropy production hint0 which is required to be non-negative

throughout the entire thermodynamical process as hint0 P 0:
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q0DtS ¼ �divHD þH0 �m0S þ hint0 : ð8Þ
By making use of the following relations between the reduced entropy flux HD and source H0 and the

reduced non-mechanical energy flux QD and source Q0 as HD ¼ QD=hþ S and H0 ¼ Q0=hþS0 we can

derive the spatial motion version of the Clausius–Duhem inequality:

d0 ¼ P
t
: DtF � v � bint0 � q0DtW�m0W� q0SDthþ ½divS �S0�h�QD � rX ln hP 0: ð9Þ

Herein, we have introduced the free energy W through the classical Legendre–Fenchel transform as
W ¼ I � hS. Moreover, we have included the non-standard extra terms S and S0 taking into account the

explicit exchange of entropy with the outside world.

3.2. Material motion problem

At this stage, the balance equations of the material motion problem are formally introduced in complete

analogy to their spatial motion counterparts guided by arguments of duality. Relations between the spatial

and material motion quantities will be pointed out thereafter. Again, the balance of mass

dtqt ¼ div rþRt þMt ð10Þ
represents the basic ingredient of open system thermodynamics. It balances the rate of change of the density

qt with the mass flux r, the mass sourceRt and a convective termMt ¼ �divðqtvÞ, which does not vanish for

the material motion problem. The corresponding mass specific balance of momentum

qtdtP ¼ divpt
d þ Bt �MtP ð11Þ

states the equilibrium between the rate of change of the mass specific momentum density P ¼ C � V , the
reduced dynamic momentum flux pt

d , the reduced momentum source Bt and the convective term MtP.
Again, the dynamic momentum flux pt

d can be related to the static momentum flux pt as pt
d ¼ pt � dfKt.

Similar to the spatial motion problem, the balance of internal energy can be derived as the difference of the

balance of total and kinetic energy. The rate of change of the mass specific internal energy I is thus required
to be in equilibrium with the reduced non-mechanical energy flux qd , the reduced non-mechanical energy

source Qt, the convective term MtI and the internal mechanical power Pint
t ¼ pt : dtf � V � Bint

t :

qtdtI ¼ �divqd þ Qt �MtI þ Pint
t : ð12Þ

Note however, that the reduced internal forces B
int

t do not vanish for the material motion case. Last, we can

introduce the balance of entropy as the rate of change of the mass specific entropy S being in equilibrium

with the reduced entropy flux divhd and source Ht, the convective term MtS and the internal entropy

production Hint
t ,

qtdtS ¼ �divhd þHt �MtS þ Hint
t ; ð13Þ

whereby Hint
t P 0. Accordingly, the material motion version of the Clausius–Duhem inequality follows by

relating the reduced entropy flux hd and sourceHt to the reduced non-mechanical energy flux qd and source

Qt in terms of the extra entropy flux and source s and St as hd ¼ qd=hþ s and Ht ¼ Qt=hþSt:

Dt ¼ pt : dtf � B
int

t � V � qtdtW�MtW� qtSdthþ ½div s�St�h� qd � rx ln hP 0: ð14Þ
Remark 3.1 (Spatial vs. material quantities). The scalar-valued material motion balance of mass, internal

energy and entropy basically follow from their spatial motion counterparts by a multiplication with the

material motion Jacobian j. Consequently, we can set up the following relations between the material and

spatial motion fluxes:
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r ¼ jR � F t; s ¼ jS � F t; qd ¼ jQD � F t þ jq0Shv; hd ¼ jHD � F t þ jq0Sv: ð15Þ
Therein, the first term on each righthand side arises from the corresponding Piola transforms while the

terms jq0Shv and jq0Sv represent the configurational non-mechanical energy increase and the configura-

tional entropy increase, respectively, see e.g. Gurtin [17]. The corresponding source terms of the material

and the spatial motion problem are simply related via the Jacobian j:

Rt ¼ jR0; St ¼ jS0; Qt ¼ jQ0; Ht ¼ jH0: ð16Þ
To set up relations between the material and the spatial motion momentum flux pt

d and P
t
D and the cor-

responding source terms Bt and b0 it is essential to further specify the constitutive equations. This will be

shown in the following section.

Remark 3.2 (Governing equations). While the balance of entropy is classically satisfied a priori through the

choice of appropriate constitutive equations, the balance of mass, momentum and internal energy con-

stitute the set of field equations that govern the density, the deformation and the temperature field. Since
biomechanical problems are typically considered as isothermal processes, the temperature no longer fur-

nishes an independent variable. Consequently, we are left with the balance of mass and momentum which

can be expressed as

Dtq0 ¼ divRþR0;

q0Dtp ¼ divP
t
D þ b0;

ð17Þ

for the spatial motion case. Note that herein, the convective terms have been neglected, since m0 ¼ 0. For

the time discretization that will be performed later on, it becomes essential to replace the the spatial time

derivatives dtqt and dtP of the balance of mass (10) and momentum (11) of the material motion problem by

their material counterparts jDtq0 and DtP. However, this straightforward transformation is nothing but the
application of Reynold’s transport theorem as dtqt ¼ jDtq0 þMt and of the Euler theorem as dtP ¼ DtP�
divðjq0P � vÞ �MtP, compare Remark 2.1. Consequently, the additional convective Mt-terms of the

material motion problem vanish identically and the dynamic momentum flux pt
d has to be replaced by

pt
D ¼ pt

d þ jq0P � v. Accordingly, the material motion problem is primarily governed by the following set

of equations:

jDtq0 ¼ div rþRt;

qtDtP ¼ divpt
D þ Bt:

ð18Þ
4. Constitutive equations

In what follows, we shall exploit the spatial and the material version of the Clausius–Duhem inequality
defining fundamental restrictions for the choice of the constitutive response functions. The introduction of

a potential for the reduced momentum flux finally enables us to formulate relations between the material

and the spatial motion momentum fluxes and sources.
4.1. Spatial motion problem

For the spatial motion case, we shall assume the existence of a free energy function W0 which is mul-

tiplicatively decomposable into the reference density q0 and the mass specific free energy W as W0 ¼ q0W.
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Thereby, the latter is assumed to be a function of the reference density q0 and the spatial motion defor-
mation gradient F with a possible explicit dependence on the material placement X as W ¼ Wðq0;F;XÞ.
Consequently, its material time derivative can be expanded as DtW ¼ Dq0WDtq0 þDFW : DtF. The eval-

uation of the isothermal version of the Clausius–Duhem inequality (9), the so-called Clausius–Planck

inequality,

d0 ¼ ½Pt � q0DFW� : DtF � b
int

0 � v�m0W� ½divR�R0�q0Dq0Wþ ½divS �S0�hP 0; ð19Þ
with m0 ¼ 0 defines the reduced momentum flux P

t
as thermodynamically conjugate variable to the spatial

motion deformation gradient F. Moreover, we conclude that the spatial internal forces b
int

0 have to vanish

identically:

P
t ¼ q0DFW; b

int

0 ¼ 0: ð20Þ
Furthermore, we are left with the reduced dissipation inequality

d0 ¼ �½divR�R0�q0Dq0Wþ ½divS �S0�hP 0 ð21Þ

placing additional restrictions on the choice of the extra entropy flux and source S and S0 which at least

have to compensate the dissipation generated by the mass flux and source R and R0. A typical specification

of the free energy function for cellular materials like open-pored hard tissues is based on an elastic free

energy, e.g. of Neo–Hooke type Wneo, weighted by the actual relative density ½q0=q
�
0�
n
, see Carter and Hayes

[5] or Gibson and Ashby [14]:

W ¼ q0

q�
0

� �n
Wneo; Wneo ¼ 1

q0

1

2
k ln2 J

�
þ 1

2
l½F : F � 3� 2 ln J �

�
: ð22Þ

Herein, k and l denote the classical Lam�e constants and n is a characteristic exponent varying between

16 n6 3:5 according to the degree of porosity of the material. The derivatives of the free energy W with

respect to the material density q0 and the deformation gradient F take the following format,

Dq0W ¼ ½n� 1� q0

q�
0

� �½n�2�
1

q�
0

� �2
1

2
k ln2 J

�
þ 1

2
l½F : F � 3� 2 ln J �

�
;

DFW ¼ q0

q�
0

� �½n�1�
1

q�
0

� �
lF½ þ ½k ln J � l�F�t�;

ð23Þ

whereby the first derivative can alternatively be expressed as Dq0W ¼ ½n� 1�W=q0. According to Eq. (20)1,

the reduced first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor

P
t ¼ q0

q�
0

� �n
lF½ þ ½k ln J � l�F�t� ð24Þ

can be understood as the classical Neo–Hookean stress tensor weighted by the actual relative density

½q0=q
�
0�
n
. For the sake of simplicity, the reduced momentum source b0 is assumed to vanish identically:

b0 ¼ 0: ð25Þ
Paralleling the flux of concentrations introduced through Fick’s law in chemomechanical applications, the

mass flux R is related to the gradient of the density rXq0 weighted by a mass conduction coefficient R0. A

related possible definition of the extra entropy flux S follows from the reduced dissipation inequality (21):

R ¼ R0rXq0; S ¼ ½n� 1�W 1

h
R0rXq0: ð26Þ

In the context of hard tissue mechanics, we typically find variations of the following constitutive equation
for the mass source R0,
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R0 ¼
q0

q�
0

� ��m

W0 �W�
0; S0 ¼ �½n� 1�W 1

h
q0

q�
0

� ��m

W0

�
�W�

0

�
; ð27Þ

whereby q�
0 and W�

0 denote the reference density and the reference free energy, respectively, while m is an
additional exponent. For stability reasons, the latter is commonly chosen to m > n, see Harrigan and

Hamilton [19]. Again, a possible definition for the extra entropy source S0 follows from the dissipation

inequality (21). In total, the model is thus defined through seven material parameters, the two Lam�e
constants k and l characterizing the elastic behavior of the basic material, the mass conduction coefficient

R0, the reference density q�
0, the reference free energy W�

0 sometimes also referred to as attractor stimulus

and the two exponents n and m.
4.2. Material motion problem

In complete duality, the free energy density Wt of the material motion problem can be represented as

Wt ¼ qtW. Within the material motion context, the free energy can be expressed in terms of the reference

density q0, the material motion deformation gradient f and the material placements U as W ¼ Wðq0; f ;UÞ.
Its spatial time derivative can thus be expanded as dtW ¼ dq0Wdtq0 þ dfW : dtf þ oUW : dtU. With

MtW ¼ WoUqt þWdf qt : dtf , the Euler theorem and the restriction to the isothermal case, Eq. (14) reduces

to the material motion Clausius–Planck inequality:

Dt ¼ ½pt � qtdfW�Wdf qt� : dtf � ½Bint

t þ qtdq0WrXq0 þ qtoUWþWoUqt� � V
� ½div r�Rt�q0dq0Wþ ½div s�St�hP 0: ð28Þ

It yields the definition of the material motion momentum flux pt and the internal forces B
int

t

pt ¼ qtdfWþWdf qt; B
int

t ¼ �qtdq0WrXq0 � qtoUW�WoUqt; ð29Þ

and the reduced dissipation inequalitiy:

Dt ¼ �½div r�Rt�q0dq0Wþ ½div s�St�hP 0: ð30Þ

Note that the evaluation of the material motion version of the Clausius–Planck inequality does not provide

any independent new results. The resulting reduced dissipation inequality is thus nothing but a weighted

version of its spatial motion counterpart weighted by the Jacobian j.

Remark 4.1 (Spatial vs. material quantities). The vector-valued balance of momentum of the material

motion problem can be understood as a complete pull back of the spatial motion momentum balance onto

the material manifold, see e.g. Maugin [32]. Thereby, we have to make use of the fundamental relation
between the material and the spatial momentum density P ¼ �F t � p. Moreover, we apply the kinematic

compatibility condition asrXF
t : P

t ¼ P
t
: rXF withP

t
D ¼ P

t
and make use of the existence of a potential

for the momentum flux P
t
, such that P

t ¼ q0oFW. Finally, the relation between the spatial and the material

motion momentum flux follows as

pt
d ¼ �jF t �Pt

D � F t þ jq0½W� K�F t � jq0P � v; ð31Þ
while the momentum sources are related via the following transformation:

Bt ¼ �jF t � b0 � jq0dq0WrXq0 � jq0oU½W� K� � jWoUq0: ð32Þ

For a detailed derivation of the above relations we refer to Kuhl and Steinmann [25], where the complete

pull back of the spatial motion momentum balance onto the material manifold is illustrated in detail for

open system thermodynamics.
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Remark 4.2 (Constitutive equations for the mass flux and source). Unlike the reduced momentum fluxes P
t

and pt which follow directly from the evaluation of the Clausius–Duhem inequality, the mass flux and

source can be defined without any further restrictions. At this stage, the constitutive equations for the mass

flux R and the mass source R0 are introduced by mere reasoning. However, it will turn out later, that the

proposed constitutive equations coincide with the conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis of the

material force method.

Remark 4.3 (Role of the mass flux in biomechanical problems). Recall that in hard tissue mechanics, par-
ticularly in the functional adaption of bones, bone material is typically dissolved by cells that return it to the

circulation. A different type of cells would then be able to extract it from the circulation at another location

of the body to generate new bone where needed. Consequently, matter is likely to move long distances in

hard tissue mechanics. The influence of the mass flux R would thus be less pronounced. In soft tissue

mechanics, however, we might encounter real diffusive processes of matter travelling short distances.

A typical example is the wound healing of skin where surface tension drives the migration of cells to close

the open wound, see e.g. Kuhl and Steinmann [28] or Gambarotta et al. [12].
5. Forces and virtual work

In the present section, we shall highlight the formal duality of the notions of spatial and material forces

by comparing the reduced momentum balance in its spatial and material format. For further consider-

ations, it proves convenient to recast both, the mass and the momentum balance, in their weak or rather

variational form. Later on, these weak forms will serve as fundamental basis for the finite element dis-

cretization.

5.1. Spatial motion problem

First, we shall recast the balance of mass and momentum (17) into their residual format and evaluate

those over an arbitrary subdomain B0,

rqðq0;uÞ ¼ f q
dyn � f q

sur � f q
vol ¼ 0;

ruðq0;uÞ ¼ f u
dyn � f usur � f uvol ¼ 0;

ð33Þ

whereby the dynamic, the surface and the volume contributions can be expressed in the following form:

f q
dyn ¼

Z
B0

Dtq0 dV ; f q
sur ¼

Z
oB0

R �N dA; f q
vol ¼

Z
B0

R0 dV ;

f udyn ¼
Z
B0

q0DtpdV ; f usur ¼
Z
oB0

P
t
D �N dA; f uvol ¼

Z
B0

b0 dV :
ð34Þ

For the density problem (33)1, the boundary oB0 is decomposed into disjoint parts oBq
0 and oBr

0. For the

deformation problem, the equivalent decomposition renders the disjoint boundary contributions oBu
0 and

oBt
0:

oBq
0 [ oBr

0 ¼ oB0; oBq
0 \ oBr

0 ¼ ;;
oBu

0 [ oBt
0 ¼ oB0; oBu

0 \ oBt
0 ¼ ;:

ð35Þ

Standard Dirichlet boundary conditions for the density q0 and the deformation u can be prescribed on oBq
0

and oBu
0 . On the Neumann boundary oBr

0 and oBt
0, the normal projection of the mass flux R and the
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reduced momentum source P
t
D are typically expressed in terms of the classical closed system terms rclosed

and tclosed and the possible non–standard open system contributions ropen and t
open

:

q0 ¼ q0 on oBq
0 ; Rðq0;uÞ �N ¼ rclosed þ ropen on oBr

0;

u ¼ u on oBu
0 ; P

t
Dðq0;uÞ �N ¼ tclosed þ t

open
on oBt

0:
ð36Þ

The weak forms corresponding to Eqs. (33) can be derived by testing the set of equations with the scalar-

valued test function . and the vector-valued test function w, respectively. Under the necessary smoothness

and boundary assumptions, we straightly obtain the familiar weak forms of the spatial balance of mass

and momentum:

gqð.; q0;uÞ ¼ wq
dyn þ wq

int � wq
sur � wq

vol ¼ 0 8. in H 0
1 ðB0Þ;

guðw; q0;uÞ ¼ wu
dyn þ wu

int � wu
sur � wu

vol ¼ 0 8w in H 0
1 ðB0Þ:

ð37Þ

The dynamic, the internal, the surface and the volume term related to the balance of mass (37)1 are given in

the following form:

wq
dyn ¼

Z
B0

.Dtq0 dV ; wq
int ¼

Z
B0

rX. � RdV ;

wq
sur ¼

Z
oB0

.R �N dA; wq
vol ¼

Z
B0

.R0 dV :
ð38Þ

By interpreting the test function w as the spatial virtual displacement w ¼ du, Eq. (37)2 can be identified as

the virtual work expression of the spatial motion problem. The dynamic and the internal virtual work wu
dyn

and wu
int and the corresponding surface and volume contributions wu

sur and wu
vol thus take the familiar form

known from classical closed system mechanics:

wu
dyn ¼

Z
B0

w � q0DtpdV ; wu
int ¼

Z
B0

rXw : P
t
D dV ;

wu
sur ¼

Z
oB0

w �Pt
D �N dA; wu

vol ¼
Z
B0

w � b0 dV :
ð39Þ
5.2. Material motion problem

In complete duality to the spatial motion case, we can introduce the residual format of the balance

of mass and momentum (18) for the material motion problem,

Rq ¼ F q
dyn � F q

sur � F q
vol ¼ 0;

RU ¼ FU
dyn � FU

sur � FU
vol ¼ 0;

ð40Þ

with the dynamic, surface and volume contributions defined on the arbitrary spatial subdomain Bt:

F q
dyn ¼

Z
Bt

jDtq0 dv; F q
sur ¼

Z
oBt

r � nda; F q
vol ¼

Z
Bt

Rt dv;

FU
dyn ¼

Z
Bt

qtDtPdv; FU
sur ¼

Z
oBt

pt
D � nda; FU

vol ¼
Z
Bt

Bt dv:
ð41Þ

To illustrate the duality with the spatial motion problem, we can formally introduce Dirichlet and Neu-

mann boundary conditions on oBq
t and oBR

t for the density problem and on oBU
t and oBT

t for the

deformation problem, whereby
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oBq
t [ oBR

t ¼ oBt; oBq
t \ oBR

t ¼ ;;
oBU

t [ oBT
t ¼ oBt; oBU

t \ oBT
t ¼ ;;

ð42Þ

illustrates the decomposition of the spatial boundary into disjoint parts with the following formally

introduced boundary conditions:

q0 ¼ q0 on oBq
t ; rðq0;UÞ � n ¼ Rclosed þ R

open
on oBR

t ;

U ¼ U on oBU
t ; pt

Dðq0;UÞ � n ¼ Tclosed þ T
open

on oBT
t :

ð43Þ

By testing the point-wise statements of the material mass and momentum balance (10) and (11) with the
scalar- and vector-valued test functions . and W , we obtain the related weak forms:

G
qð.;q0;UÞ ¼ W q

dyn þ W q
int � W q

sur � W q
vol ¼ 0 8. in H 0

1 ðBtÞ;
G

UðW ; q0;UÞ ¼ W U
dyn þ W U

int � W U
sur � W U

vol ¼ 0 8W in H 0
1 ðBtÞ:

ð44Þ

Thereby, the dynamic, the internal, the surface and the volume contribution to the weak form of the mass
balance (44)1 can be expressed in the following form:

W q
dyn ¼

Z
Bt

.jDtq0 dv; W q
int ¼

Z
Bt

rx. � rdv;

W q
sur ¼

Z
oBt

.r � nda; W q
vol ¼

Z
Bt

.Rt dv:
ð45Þ

Note that by interpreting the test functionW as the material virtual displacement W ¼ dU, Eq. (44)2 can be
interpreted as the material counterpart of the classical virtual work expression (37)2. Accordingly, W U

dyn and

W U
int denote the dynamic and the internal virtual work, while W U

sur and W U
vol are the corresponding surface and

volume contributions:

W U
dyn ¼

Z
Bt

W � qtDtPdv; W U
int ¼

Z
Bt

rxW : pt
D dv;

W U
sur ¼

Z
oBt

W � pt
D � nda; W U

vol ¼
Z
Bt

W � Bt dv:
ð46Þ
Remark 5.1. Note that Eqs. (34)2 define the different contributions to the spatial forces f u representing the

traditional forces in the sense of Newton. They are generated by variations relative to the ambient space at

fixed material position X . On the contrary, Eq. (41)2 define material forces FU in the sense of Eshelby.

Material forces are generated by variations relative to the ambient material at fixed spatial position x and

thus represent important measures in the mechanics of material inhomogeneities.

Remark 5.2. Recall that for the spatial motion case, the surface and the volume terms of the weak forms

(37), namely wq
sur and wq

vol for the density problem and wu
sur and wu

vol for the deformation problem are usually

given while the density q0 and the spatial motion u furnish the primary unknowns. Once the spatial motion

problem is solved, the dynamic term W U
dyn, the internal virtual work W U

int and the volume contribution W U
vol to

the material momentum balance can be computed directly. Correspondingly, the material surface forces

FU
sur furnish the unknown of the computational analysis, which has been advocated as ‘‘material force

method’’ by Steinmann et al. [43].
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Remark 5.3. Note that the scalar-valued test function . testing the balance of mass is identical for the

spatial and the material motion problem. The weak forms of the reduced momentum balance, i.e. the

virtual work expressions of the spatial and the material motion problem (37)2 and (44)2 can be transformed

into one another in a straightforward way by making use of the fundamental relations w ¼ �W � F t and

W ¼ �w � f t between the spatial and the material virtual displacements w ¼ du and W ¼ dU.
6. Discretization

Eqs. (37) and (44) represent the continuous version of the spatial and the material initial boundary value

problem of open system mechanics. Following the classical approach, we shall first perform a temporal

discretization followed by a discretization in space to obtain the fully discrete spatial and material set of

governing equations. For the temporal discretization, consider a partition of the time interval of interest T

T ¼
[nstep�1

n¼0

½tn; tnþ1�; ð47Þ

and focus on the typical subinterval ½tn; tnþ1� whereby Dt ¼ tnþ1 � tn denotes the corresponding actual time

increment. The primary unknowns q0 n and un for the spatial motion problem and q0 n and Un for the

material motion problem and all derivable quantities are assumed to be known at tn. Without loss of

generality, we shall apply the classical implicit Euler backward time integration scheme to advance the
solution in time from the known time step tn to the actual time step tnþ1. Thereby, the first order material

time derivatives of the density and the mass specific momentum density are approximated as

Dtq0 ¼
1

Dt
½q0 nþ1 � q0 n�; Dtp ¼ 1

Dt
½pnþ1 � pn�;

Dtq0 ¼
1

Dt
½q0 nþ1 � q0 n�; DtP ¼ 1

Dt
½Pnþ1 � Pn�;

ð48Þ

for the spatial and the material motion problem, respectively. We can now reformulate the governing

equations for the spatial motion problem (37) in terms of the unknowns q0 nþ1 and unþ1:

g
q
nþ1ð.; q0 nþ1;unþ1Þ ¼ wq

dyn þ wq
int � wq

sur � wq
vol ¼ 0 8. in H 0

1 ðB0Þ;
gunþ1ðw; q0 nþ1;unþ1Þ ¼ wu

dyn þ wu
int � wu

sur � wu
vol ¼ 0 8w in H 0

1 ðB0Þ:
ð49Þ

Accordingly, the governing equations for the material motion problem (44) can be expressed in terms of

q0 nþ1 and Unþ1:

G
q
nþ1ð.; q0 nþ1;Unþ1Þ ¼ W q

dyn þ W q
int � W q

sur � W q
vol ¼ 0 8. in H 0

1 ðBtÞ;
G

U
nþ1ðW ; q0 nþ1;Unþ1Þ ¼ W U

dyn þ W U
int � W U

sur � W U
vol ¼ 0 8W in H 0

1 ðBtÞ:
ð50Þ

Next, the semi-discrete sets of governing Eqs. (49) and (50) will be discretized in space with the finite

element method.
6.1. Spatial motion problem

Let B0 denote the region occupied by the reference configuration of a solid continuum body at time
t ¼ t0. In the spirit of the finite element method, this reference domain is discretized in nel elements Be

0. The

underlying geometry X is interpolated elementwise by the shape functions Ni
X in terms of the discrete node

point positions X i of the i ¼ 1; . . . ; nen element nodes:
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B0 ¼
[nel
e¼1

Be
0 XhjBe

0
¼

Xnnod
I¼1

Ni
XX i: ð51Þ

Following the isoparametric concept, the unknowns q0 and u are interpolated on the element level with the

same shape functions Ni
q and Nj

u as the element geometry X . Similar shape functions are applied to

interpolate the test functions . and w according to the classical Bubnov–Galerkin technique:

.hjBe
0
¼

Xnen
i¼1

Ni
q.i 2 H 0

1 ðB0Þ; qh
0jBe

0
¼

Xnen
k¼1

Nk
qqk 2 H1ðB0Þ;

whjBe
0
¼

Xnen
j¼1

Nj
uwj 2 H 0

1 ðB0Þ; uhjBe
0
¼

Xnen
l¼1

Nl
uul 2 H1ðB0Þ:

ð52Þ

The related gradients of the test functions rX.h and rXw
h and the gradients of the primary unknowns

rXqh
0 and rXu

h thus take the following elementwise interpolation,

rX.
hjBe

0
¼

Xnen
i¼1

.irXNi
q; rXq

h
0jBe

0
¼

Xnen
k¼1

qkrXNk
q ;

rXw
hjBe

0
¼

Xnen
j¼1

wj �rXNj
u; rXu

hjBe
0
¼

Xnen
l¼1

ul �rXNl
u;

ð53Þ

whereby rXu
hjBe

0
in particular denotes the discrete spatial deformation gradient as FhjBe

0
¼ rXu

hjBe
0
. With

the above suggested discretizations in time and space, the discrete algorithmic balance of mass and

momentum of the spatial motion problem can be expressed as

rqhI ðqh
0 nþ1;u

h
nþ1Þ ¼ f qh

dyn I þ f qh
int I � f qh

sur I � f qh
vol I ¼ 0 8I ¼ 1; nnp;

ruhJ ðqh
0 nþ1;u

h
nþ1Þ ¼ f uhdyn J þ f uh

int J � f uhsur J � f uh
vol J ¼ 0 8J ¼ 1; nnp;

ð54Þ

with the dynamic, the internal, the surface and the volume contribution of the balance of mass expanding to

the following expressions:

f qh
dyn I ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

Ni
q

q0 nþ1 � q0 n

Dt
dV ; f qh

int I ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rXNi
q � Rnþ1 dV ;

f qh
sur I ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
oBer

0

Ni
q½rclosednþ1 þ ropennþ1 �dA; f qh

vol I ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

Ni
qR0 nþ1 dV :

ð55Þ

The corresponding discrete inertia forces, the internal forces, the surface forces and the volume forces take
the following format,

f uhdyn J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

Nj
uq0

pnþ1 � pn
Dt

dV ; f uhint J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rXNj
u �PD nþ1 dV ;

f uhsur J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
oBte

0

Nj
u½tclosednþ1 þ t

open

nþ1 �dA; f uh
vol J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

Nj
ub0 nþ1 dV ;

ð56Þ

with the understanding that the operator A denotes the assembly over all e ¼ 1; nel element forces at the

i; j ¼ 1; nen element nodes to the global node point forces at all I ; J ¼ 1; nnp global node points. Eqs. (54)

represent the coupled non-linear set of governing equations which is suggested to be solved in a monolithic

sense. The corresponding solution procedure in terms of the incremental iterative Newton–Raphson

scheme is illustrated in the Appendix A, see also Kuhl and Steinmann [26]. It is worth noting, that the

discrete spatial surface forces acting on the global node points can be calculated as
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f uhsur J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

Nj
uq0

pnþ1 � pn
Dt

þrXNj
u �PD nþ1 � Nj

ub0 nþ1 dV ; ð57Þ

and are thus energetically conjugate to spatial variations of the node point positions.

6.2. Material motion problem

For the material motion problem, we discretize the domain of interest Bt in nel elements Be
t . The

geometry x of each element is interpolated from the i ¼ 1; . . . ; nen node point positions xi by the shape

functions Ni
x:

Bt ¼
[nel
e¼1

Be
t xhjBe

t
¼

Xnnod
I¼1

Ni
xxi: ð58Þ

Again, we shall interpolate the primary unknowns q0 andU with the same shape functions Ni
q and Nj

U as the

element geometry x by making use of the isoparametric concept. Following the classical Bubnov–Galerkin

technique, the test functions . and W are discretized with the same shape functions Ni
q and Nj

U:

.hjBe
t
¼

Xnen
i¼1

Ni
q.i 2 H 0

1 ðBtÞ; qh
0jBe

t
¼

Xnen
k¼1

Nk
qqk 2 H1ðBtÞ;

WhjBe
t
¼

Xnen
j¼1

Nj
uW j 2 H 0

1 ðBtÞ; UhjBe
t
¼

Xnen
l¼1

Nl
UUl 2 H1ðBtÞ:

ð59Þ

The discretization of the corresponding gradients of the test functions rx.h and rxW
h and the gradients

of the primary unknowns rxqh
0 and rxU

h thus takes the following representation:

rx.
hjBe

t
¼

Xnen
i¼1

.irxN i
q; rxq

h
0jBe

t
¼

Xnen
k¼1

qkrxNk
q ;

rxW
hjBe

t
¼

Xnen
j¼1

wj �rxN
j
U; rxU

hjBe
t
¼

Xnen
l¼1

Ul �rxNl
U:

ð60Þ

Note that rxU
h denotes the discrete material deformation gradient f hjBe

t
¼ rxU

hjBe
t
. Finally, the discrete

algorithmic balance of mass and momentum of the material motion problem can be expressed as follows,

Rqh
I ðqh

0 nþ1;U
h
nþ1Þ ¼ F qh

dyn I þ F qh
int I � F qh

sur I � F qh
vol I ¼ 0 8I ¼ 1; nnp;

RUh
J ðqh

0 nþ1;U
h
nþ1Þ ¼ FUh

dyn J þ FUh
int J � FUh

sur J � FUh
vol J ¼ 0 8J ¼ 1; nnp;

ð61Þ

whereby the dynamic, the internal, the surface and the volume contribution of the balance of mass are given

in the following form:

F qh
dyn I ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N i
qj
q0 nþ1 � q0 n

Dt
dv; F qh

int I ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxN i
q � rnþ1 dv;

F qh
sur I ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
oBe

t

N i
q½Rclosed

nþ1 þ R
open

nþ1 �da; F qh
vol I ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N i
qRt nþ1 dv:

ð62Þ

Moreover, the discrete material inertia forces, the internal forces, the surface forces and the volume forces

take the following format:

Fuh
dyn J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N j
Uqt

Pnþ1 � Pn

Dt
dv; Fuh

int J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxN
j
U � pD nþ1 dv;

Fuh
sur J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
oBte

t

N j
U½Tclosed

nþ1 þ T
open

nþ1 �da; Fuh
vol J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N j
UBt nþ1 dv:

ð63Þ
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As a fundamental difference to the spatial motion problem, the Neumann boundary conditions of the

material motion problem cannot be considered as given input data. Correspondingly, the discrete material

forces acting on the global node points can only be computed in a post processing calculation once the

spatial motion problem has been solved. Their definition parallels the definition of the discrete surface

forces of the spatial motion problem. The discrete material surface forces

FUh
sur J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N j
Uqt

Pnþ1 � Pn

Dt
þrxN

j
U � pD nþ1 � Nj

UBt nþ1 dv ð64Þ

are thus energetically conjugate to material variations of the node point positions.

Remark 6.1. In most practical applications, the time rate of change of the mass and momentum typically

differ by orders of magnitude. For biological problems, for example, the momentum balance is therefore

considered in a quasi-static sense in order to avoid numerical problems. Consequently, the dynamic con-

tributions which manifest themselves in the Nj
uq0½pnþ1 � pn�=Dt term of Eq. (56)1 and in the

Nj
Uqt½Pnþ1 � Pn�=Dt term of Eq. (63)1 are typically neglected. Since the distinction of the different

momentum fluxes p, pd and pD is then no longer necessary, the additional subscripts d and D will be

neglected in the sequel.

Remark 6.2 (Spatial vs. material quantities). For the quasi-static case, the discrete reduced momentum flux

pt
nþ1, and the corresponding momentum source Bt nþ1 that are essentially needed to compute the discrete

material node point forces defined in Eq. (64) are related to their spatial motion counterparts through the

following transformation formulae:

pt
nþ1 ¼ �jF t

nþ1 �P
t
nþ1 � F t

nþ1 þ qt nþ1Wnþ1F
t
nþ1;

Bt nþ1 ¼ jF t
nþ1 � b0 nþ1 � qt nþ1oq0Wnþ1rXq0 nþ1 � oU½qt nþ1Wnþ1�:

ð65Þ
7. Examples

The above proposed algorithm for open system mechanics will now be applied to a number of selected

examples to illustrate the additional information provided by the material force method. Thereby, we will

analyze the evolution of the discrete material node point forces

FUh
sur J ¼ FUh

int J � FUh
vol J ;

which can be calculated numerically as the difference between the internal material forces and the material

volume forces:

FUh
int J ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxN
j
U � pnþ1 dv; FUh

vol J ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

N j
UBt nþ1 dv:

In what follows, we shall consider the quasi-static, volume force-free case. Accordingly, the discrete

material momentum flux pnþ1 ¼ �jF t
nþ1 �Pnþ1 � F t

nþ1 þ qt nþ1Wnþ1F
t
nþ1 and the discrete material momentum

source Bt nþ1 ¼ �j½n� 1�Wnþ1rXq0 nþ1 can be computed directly once the spatial problem has been solved.

Particular attention is drawn to the discrete material volume forces FUh
vol. For the classical application of the

material force method to linear or non-linear elastic fracture mechanics, the discrete material volume forces

vanish identically in the absence of inhomogeneities and of spatial volume forces with b0 nþ1 ¼ 0. However,
for the application to open system mechanics considered herein, the discrete material volume forces are
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directly proportional to the discrete density gradient rXq0 nþ1 and thus indicate the tendency of the material

to smooth discontinuities and form a preferably homogeneous density distribution.

7.1. One-dimensional model problem

Let us first consider the academic example of a one-dimensional bar of unit size with Lam�e constants of
k ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0:5. The specimen has a reference density of q�

0 ¼ 1 and a reference free energy of W�
0 ¼ 2,

while the two exponents are chosen to n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 3. In order to trigger an imperfection, the reference
free energyW�

0 has been reduced toW�
0 ¼ 1 in an area of 20% of the total specimen length right in the middle

of the bar. We apply a constant load of f ¼ 1 and simulate 50 time steps of Dt ¼ 0:1 each, until the density

has converged to its final equilibrium distribution. Since most existing models for open systems a priori

exclude the influence of mass diffusion, we shall first analyze the model response of a bar for which the mass

flux is suppressed as R0 ¼ 0. The resulting density distribution is depicted in Fig. 3.

The discontinuity in the reference free energy W�
0 obviously results in a non-homogeneous density dis-

tribution taking maximum values in the middle of the specimen. Typically, the applied C0-continuous finite

element formulation fails to capture the analytical solution of a hat-type density distribution and shows
characteristic spurious oscillations close to the discontinuity. To illustrate the tendency of the material to

form a homogeneous distribution of matter, we have included the volume contribution to the material

forces FUh
vol into Fig. 3. Obviously, the material tends to smooth sharp density contours by flowing in the

direction of negative density gradients to achieve an equal concentration throughout the entire bar. This

observation coincides with the numerical findings of M€uller and Maugin [35], who observed that material

forces always try to render the total body more ‘‘homogeneous’’.

Next, we shall therefore allow for the outflux of mass in the direction of the material volume forces FUh
vol.

A typical example can be found in the healing of wounded skin, where cells tend to crawl into the open
wound driven by surface tension in order to render the density distribution as homogeneous as possible and

thereby close the wound. The amount of outflux is primarily governed by the mass conduction coefficient R0

through the constitutive equation for the mass flux (26). Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting density distributions

for gradually increasing values of R0. The increase of the mass conduction coefficient clearly smoothes the

density profile and widens the area that is affected by the initial imperfection. The smoother the density

distribution, the smaller the related density gradients. The resulting material forces thus decrease with an

increasing mass flux. For values of R0 larger than a critical value, a homogeneous density distribution can

be found, compare Fig. 4 (top). As an additional benefit of the incorporation of the mass flux, the spurious
oscillations close to the discontinuity that had been present in the flux free simulation of Fig. 3 disappear

due the inclusion of the Laplacian term.

In summary, the volume contribution to the material forces FUh
vol can be interpreted as driving force for

the movement of material inhomogeneities in the interior of the considered domain. The material force

method provides a motivation for the incorporation of the flow of matter along the direction of descending
Fig. 3. Density profile q0 and material volume forces F Uh
vol .
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Fig. 4. Density profiles q0 and material volume forces F Uh
vol for different R0.
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density gradients. The considered matter thus tends to flow through material with the aim of equilibrating

initially unequal density distributions.
7.2. Biomechanics: bone remodeling

The next example, a classical application taken from the field of biomechanics, deals with finding the

density distribution in the proxima femur subjected to an average daily loading situation. The underlying

geometry and the finite element mesh of 658 four-noded isoparametric elements with 725 nodes is shown
in Fig. 5 (left). The system is clamped in the lower left corner and held vertically at the entire lower

boundary while the lateral movement of the lower boundary is unconstrained. The bone is loaded by

three groups of muscle forces arising during the midstance phase of gait, abduction and adduction,

compare Table 1.

In accordance with Carter and Beaupr�e [4], the Lam�e constants take values of k ¼ 138:89 and

l ¼ 208:33. Moreover, we choose a reference density of q�
0 ¼ 1:2, a reference free energy of W�

0 ¼ 0:01 and

the exponents n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 3. For the sake of comparability, we neglect the mass flux as R0 ¼ 0. Fig. 5,

right shows the resulting density distribution at a final stage of equilibrium after 100 time steps of Dt ¼ 2:0
each. Dark areas indicate a high density while bone material has been removed locally at light areas. The

predicted density pattern clearly coincides with density distributions found experimentally, compare e.g.

Wolff [47] and with earlier numerical simulations, see e.g. Carter and Beaupr�e [4]. Fig. 6 depicts the

resulting material surface forces FUh
sur and the corresponding material volume forces FUh

vol. Note that for the

sake of visualization, the latter has been magnified by a factor four in comparison to the former. Again,

the volume contribution depicted on the right indicates the tendency of the material to flow out of areas of

high density concentration. When comparing the intensity of the material volume forces with the density

distribution of Fig. 5 (right), one typically finds largest forces in areas of highest density gradients, e.g.
pointing from the dense media and lateral cortices towards the low density mellulary core in the shaft

region. The material surface forces depicted on the lefthand side are about four times larger in their

absolute value. On the boundary, material surface forces can be interpreted as a measure of shape sensi-

tivity of the specimen geometry. They thus take larger values at non-smooth surfaces, e.g. close to the

medial shaft. In biomechanical applications, the material surface forces on the domain boundary could thus



Table 1

Proxima femur––loading conditions

Type of loading Value (N) Direction (�) Value (N) Direction (�)

1 Midstance phase of gait 2317 24 703 28

2 Extreme range of abduction 1158 )15 351 )8
3 Extreme range of adduction 1548 56 468 35

2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

Fig. 5. Proxima femur––finite element mesh and predicted density distribution.
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be understood as indicators for external or surface remodeling. Note that for reasons of visualization,
material surface forces on the fixed boundary that appear as a natural reaction to the constraint placed by

fixing material node point positions in the reference configuration are not included in the plot of Fig. 6.

In summary, this example has convincingly demonstrated the application of the material force method to

bone remodeling. The knowledge of material forces provides additional insight into the biologically in-

duced rearrangement of material inhomogeneities inside the specimen and the reorganization of structural

surfaces.
2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

2 3
1

31
2

Fig. 6. Proxima femur––material surface and volume forces F Uh
sur and F Uh

vol .
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7.3. Biomechanics: healing

The final example is originally borrowed from non-linear elastic fracture mechanics. It represents the

qualitative study of healing in a single edge notched specimen subjected to tensile loading. The specimen is

of rectangular shape with a length of l ¼ 225 and a width of w ¼ 75 units. The corresponding finite element

discretization consisting of 3565 node points and 1140 finite elements is depicted in Fig. 8 (top). Eight-

noded serendipity elements are applied throughout except for the crack tip close to which we apply qua-

dratic triangles. A close-up of the heavily defined mesh at the crack tip is given in Fig. 8, bottom. The Lam�e
constants are chosen similar to the previous example as k ¼ 138:89 and l ¼ 208:33. Again, the two

exponents are taken as n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 3, the reference density is chosen to q�
0 ¼ 1:00 and the mass flux is

neglected as R0 ¼ 0. Since we aim at subjecting the specimen to large strains, the value of the reference free

energy has been enlarged by a factor 50 in comparison to the previous example, thus W�
0 ¼ 0:50. Moreover,

the analysis of large strains requires a step wise application of the total load. The specimen is thus loaded by

a ramp load over 10 time steps of Dt ¼ 0:05 each, by an incrementally increasing spatial force of

Df usur ¼ 250 applied on the upper and lower boundary. The 10 load steps are depicted in Fig. 7, left. Once

the final load level of f u
sur ¼ 2500 is reached, the load is held constant for another 50 time steps of Dt ¼ 0:05

while the density distribution converges towards the biological equilibrium state.

Fig. 7 (left), shows the prescribed spatial force f u
sur scaled by a factor 250 and the corresponding evo-

lution of the crack opening d on the left boundary as a result of the spatial motion problem. As the load is

increased, the crack opening d increases correspondingly up to approximately 5% of the total specimen

length. However, during the phase of constant loading from t ¼ 0:5 to t ¼ 3:0, a clear tendency towards

self-healing can be observed. The healing process manifests itself in a considerable closing of the crack to

about two third of its maximum size. Fig. 8 (top), supports this observation. It shows the deformed con-

figurations corresponding to t¼ 0.25 right in the middle of the loading phase, t¼ 0.50 at the end of the
loading phase and t¼ 3.0 close to biological equilibrium.

The total deformation increases during the loading phase but then decreases again during the phase of

constant loading. The decrease in deformation and the corresponding closure of the crack illustrate the

biomechanical coupling. They can be explained by the apposition of new material close to the crack tip

which can be interpreted as a biomechanically induced self-healing process. The density contours depicted

in Fig. 8 indicate an enormous increase in density close to the crack tip while material is resorbed locally

near the stress free crack faces.

Let us now turn to the solution of the material motion problem and analyze the evolution of the material
forces. Fig. 7 (right), depicts the material force F U

sur at the crack tip which increases during the loading phase

but then relaxes towards a remarkably lower value at biological equilibrium. Apparently, due to the
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Fig. 7. Crack––evolution of crack opening d and material forces at crack tip F U
sur.
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apposition of new material close to the crack tip, the absolute value of the material force could be reduced
considerably up to about 60% of its maximum value. The spatial distribution of the discrete material

surface forces FU
sur and the corresponding discrete volume forces FU

vol are depicted in Fig. 8. Note that for

the sake of visualization, the nodal volume forces have been magnified by a factor 50 in comparison to the

corresponding surface terms. Again, the discrete material volume forces are essentially orthogonal to the
Fig. 8. Crack––evolution of density q0, material surface and volume forces F U
sur and F U

vol.
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isolines of the density contour plot. Both, the surface and volume forces increase upon loading but show a
relaxation at constant applied load.

Discrete material surface forces typically point in the direction of a potential energy increase upon

replacement of the material node point positions. They thus indicate, that the apposition of new material

opposite to this direction would reduce the potential energy. Exactly this property is reflected by the

balance of mass for open systems in combination with an appropriate constitutive assumption for the

source term R0. For the free energy based approach considered herein, the balance of mass at biological

equilibrium with Dtq0 ¼ 0 can be rewritten as ½q�
0=q0�

m�nW0 ¼ W�
0. If the value of the reference free energy

W�
0 is locally exceeded, the apposition of new material with q0 > q�

0 essentially helps to decrease the value of
the free energy based biological stimulus ½q�

0=q0�
m�nW0, since m > n. As the biological stimulus approaches

the attractor stimulus W�
0, the absolute value of the corresponding material surface force decreases indi-

cating that enough material has been created to support the applied load.

Especially this last example has shown the relevance of material forces in biomechanical applications.

Unlike engineering materials, biomaterials show the remarkable ability to react to changes in the envi-

ronmental situation in the form of self-healing. In this context, material forces can be utilized to locate

areas of potential material apposition and to improve the understanding of biomechanically induced self-

healing phenomena.
8. Conclusion

The objective of the present work was the theoretical and numerical exploitation of the notion of

material forces in open system mechanics. To this end, we have highlighted the fundamental duality be-

tween the classical spatial and the material point of view. Both, the spatial and the material motion set of

governing equations have been reformulated in their weak form and discretized in space to set the stage for
a Galerkin type finite element analysis. While the spatial motion problem typically renders the discrete node

point values of the density and deformation, the material force method requires the solution of the former

and can be considered as a mere post-processing step. The determination of the discrete material node point

forces is thus computationally cheap and extremely straightforward once the spatial motion problem has

been solved.

The computed discrete material node point forces are energetically conjugate to variations of material

node point positions. Especially in the context of biomechanics, they can be computed effectively to provide

on the one hand an indicator for the biomechanically induced rearrangement of material inhomogeneities
responsible for internal remodeling processes. On the other hand, material forces on the specimen boundary

can be interpreted as a measure of shape sensitivity indicating the tendency towards surface changes in the

form of external remodeling. Pointing from high to low density concentrations, discrete material volume

forces motivate the incorporation of a mass flux being essentially proportional to the density gradient. This

additional mass flux tends to equilibrate concentrations and also smoothes spurious oscillations of the

density field close to spatial discontinuities. Its influence is, however, typically more pronounced in soft

rather than in hard tissue mechanics. Discrete material surface forces typically point into the direction of a

potential energy increase upon replacement of material node point positions. Consequently, they can be
applied to locate areas of potential material apposition in the opposite direction. These findings have been

underlined computationally by a systematic study of selected model examples.

Although the full potential of the material force method in open system mechanics cannot be entirely

foreseen at this early stage of research, the presented theoretical and algorithmic framework is believed to

be extremely powerful in giving further insight into the complex mechanical processes that drive the local

reorganization of inhomogeneities particularly in biomechanics. Potential biomechanical applications of

functional adaption, healing, growth and morphogenesis constitute branches of ongoing research.
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Appendix A

To solve the discrete coupled non-linear system of equations of the spatial motion problem, we suggest a

monolithic solution strategy based on the consistent linearization of the governing equations. The discrete

balance of mass (54)1 and the discrete mass specific balance of momentum (54)2 thus have to be solved

simultaneously. To this end, we apply an incremental iterative Newton–Raphson solution procedure

supplemented by the consistent linearization of the governing equations at time tnþ1.

rq kþ1
I nþ1 ¼ rq kI nþ1 þ drqI ¼ 0 8I ¼ 1; nnp

ru kþ1
J nþ1 ¼ ru k

J nþ1 þ druJ ¼ 0 8J ¼ 1; nnp:
ðA:1Þ

The iterative residuals drqI and druJ

drqI ¼
Xnnp
K¼1

KIK
qqdqK þ

Xnnp
L¼1

KIL
qu � duL 8I ¼ 1; nnp;

druJ ¼
Xnnp
K¼1

KJK
uqdqK þ

Xnnp
L¼1

KJL
uu � duL 8J ¼ 1; nnp

ðA:2Þ

can be expressed in terms of the iteration matrices KIK
qq, K

IL
qu, K

JK
uq and KJL

uu and the incremental changes of the

global vector of unknowns dqK and duL. For the problem at hand, these iteration matrices which can be

interpreted as submatrices of the global tangential stiffness matrix take the following format.

KIK
qq ¼

orqI
oqK

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
B0

Ni 1

Dt
Nk � Nioq0R0Nk þrXNi � R0rXNk dV ;

KIL
qu ¼ orqI

ouL

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
B0

�NioFR0 � rXNl dV ;

KJK
uq ¼

oruJ
oqK

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
B0

rXNj � oq0P
t
N k dV ;

KJL
uu ¼ oruJ

ouL

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
B0

Njq0

1

Dt
INl þrXNj � oFP

t � rXNl dV :

ðA:3Þ

Finally, the solution of the linearized system of Eqs. (A.1) defines the iterative update for the incrementals

of the global unknowns qI and uJ .

DqI ¼ DqI þ dqI 8I ¼ 1; nnp;

DuJ ¼ DuJ þ duJ 8J ¼ 1; nnp:
ðA:4Þ
Remark A.1. Recall, that when considering the reduced balance of momentum in the quasi-static sense, the

term NJq0=DtIN
L of Eq. (A.3)4 vanishes identically.
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